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ANALYSIS OF BUBBLE CHAMBER DATA* 

William E. Humphrey and Arthur H. Rosenfeld 

Lawrence Hadiation Laboratory and Department of Physics, 
University of California, Berkeley, California 

June 17, 1963 

INTRODUCTION. 

There are currently in operation several different systems for processing 

bubble chamber data, most of which perform very much the same functions, and 

most of which have common origins. They have all been described at two 196Z 

conferences, the Conference on Instrumentation for High Energy Physics held 

at CERN (1) and an informal conference that followed it (Z). In this article, rather 

than comparing different current systems, we have tried to write for the graduate 

student or experimental physici•st who is contemplating his first bubble chamber 

experiment. The choice of whic:h system he uses (one from Berkeley, Brookhaven 

or Yale, CERN or Paris, etc. )is in general already determined by history and geog-

raphy: he will be most interested in using the most readily available one, which-

ever that may be, to get meaningful results. So we have concentrated on the 

current system we know best, that of the Alvarez group at Berkeley. At the end 

of the article, where we take up various new systems for automatic measuring 

and automatic scanning, we do tr'y to compare the competing approaches • 
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Returning to the ma~ter of references, we would like to emphasize that 

reference 1 orovides an up-to-date 100-page source of information on high-energy 

physics data analysis, and we cannot attempt to summarize all the information that 

pertains to bubble chamber analysis in this 2.5-page article. Further, reference 3 

(which is contained in reference 1) is referred to frequently in connection with the 

bubble chamber analysis for the Alvarez Group at Berkeley. We have referred to 

this article in preference to adding a list of about ZO reports and publications to the 

bibliography of this paper. Further general discussion of costa and future systems 

is. found in the survey by Miller and Fulbright (4), 

1. OUTLINE OF A CURRENTLY OPERATING SYSTEM 

We chose here the 7l .. inch hydrogen bubble chamber system at Berkeley, 
s . 

with measurements made on Franckensteins. During the lZ months preceding a 

Bevatron shutdown in June 196?., the chamber produced a million "triads" (triple 

stereo views). During this same time about 100 people in all (physicists plus 

technicians) recorded about 200,000 '*interesting" events, and measured and proc-

eased about 100,000 of these. We shall now outline the procedures that were 

followed. For more details and a history of this system, see reference 3. (The 

. following description represents one of the two major bubble chamber analysis 

systems in use at Berkeley. In addition to the Alvarez system described below, 

there is the well-known FOG-CLOUDY ·FAlR analysis scheme developed by 

Howard S. White, which is descz:lbed in reference 6. ) 

1.1 The scanning and measuring process. 

The portion ,of bubble chamber analysis which actually deals with the photo• 
'• 

graphs of the bubble chamber has so far been a two-step process. The first step is the 
~ : ~ 

scanning operation. The purpose of scanning is t9 provide a catalogue (master list) 

' of interesting events, which can be called upon later for lists of roll and frame 

·numbers of any events recorded during the scan. Scanning takes place on a special 

• 
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high-quality projection table which is provided with a film-transport mechanism. 

The scanner records events on scanning for~s according to instructions appropriate 

to the experiment being scanned, and key-punch girls transcribe the information 

from the scanning forms onto punched cards. Finally the scanning cards are 

merged onto a magnetic tape which serves as the master list for the entire exper

iment. 

The second step in the film handling operation ie the measurement process. 

The experimentalist defines a class of events that he wishes to measure. The 

locations of these events in the film are abstracted from the master list in the 

form of a measurement listing and measurement control cards. At this stage, 

film is mounted on one of the Ii'ranckensteins. The event is positioned for me as .. 

urement by either manually positioning the film at the frame nwnber on the 

measurement listing or (on the more highly automated Franckensteins) by slipping 

the measurement control card into a. card·reading device which is capable of con

trolling the position of the film. The measurement control card also has on it 

information that is used to automatically position the stage at the vertex to be 

measured. The film is carried on a very precise heavy-duty microscope stage 

which is digitized in two orthogonal directions (x and y coordinates) to a least count 

of 2.. 54 microns. Two different images of the same view are visible to the Francken 

stein operator. One is an overall view of the film and the other ia a magnified view 

of a portion of the film, with a cross hair in the center. The region of the film in 

the vicinity o! the cross hair on the magnified view is also seen by an electronic 

servo circuit. The operator measures a track by moving the microscope stage 

until the eros s hair and track coincide. A servo system ia then able to control the 

motion of the microscope stage in such a way that the track can be moved along ita 

tangent at the cross hair, while at the eame time, the track ie kept centered to about 

the precision of the least count. The operator causes the values ofthex andy digitizers 

to be recorded on magnetic or paper tape for every few millimeter of stage motion. 
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Special points such as fiducials or vertices may be measured by manually centering 

the point to be measured on the cross hair of the high-power screen. Various aida 

to the operator are built into Franckensteins. The measurement control card 

contains the approximate positi(>n of the vertex that is to be meas.ured. The 

Franckenstein is able automatically to position the microscope stage near the vertex 

at the correct time in the measuring sequence, and similarly the stage is automat• 

ically positioned for fiducial measurements. View sequencing is also taken care 

of automatically. All throe views of each track are measured, and the view number 

of each set of track measurements is carried along. (Recent changes in the track· 

analysis programs allow a track measurement in one view to be skipped if it does 

not appear to be required in the analysis. ) 

The track measurements may be put out onto paper tape, magnetic tape, or 

punched cards, depending on the particular measuring projector. As a last oper .. 

ation in the measuring process, the output from all measuring projectors is proc .. 

eased by the computer program PANAL, which reorganizes the data into a single 

magnetic tape format. PANAL carries out some simple tests on the data in order 

to cull out events that would fail in the later analysis programs, and compacts all 

the data for an entire event into a single record on tap_e. 1 PANAL is also used to 

order and merge measurement tapes. (Ordering is by film roll and frame number. ) 

About 12.,000 "event" measurements can be stored on a 2.400-foot 800-character-

per-inch tape (in PANAL outp~t format). Figure 1 displays the role of PANAL and 

later programs; Table I summarizes their characteristics. 

1. Z Stereo reconstruction. 

The actual physics analysis of bubble chamber film starts with the recon· 

struction in space of the bubble chamber tracks. The information provided (by the 

measuring machine) for these calculations includes identification of the tracks 

measured (frame number, view number, etc.), measurements of points along tracks 

in several views~ and measurements of fiducial marks on the film (which are used 
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to establish the frame o£ reference for the track measurements). Track measure-

ments may also include additional inforrnation, such aa whether or not the track 

stopped in the chamber, or bubble density information. The information resulting 

!rom the reconstruction usually includes the position, momentum, and orientation 

of each h·ack at the end, and estimates for the uncertainties of these quantities. 

The reconstruction process itself can be divided into two sections: 

first the geometrical reconstruction of points along the track, and second the fitting . 
of the geometrically reconstructed points to an appropriate curve. There are 

various approaches to each of these problems. Early approaches are embodied in 

the current programs PANG, FOG and TRED(3, 6). 

The PANG geometric reconstruction relies on the fact that if the film position 

of a given bubble on a trac~ were known in two views, then tracing the light rays 

from the two views back through the optics into the bubble chamber would yield an 

intersection of rays at the position of the bubble. In actual practice. measurements 

are not made at corresponding points in the various views, and it is necessary to 

generate an artificial corresponding point in some view by interpolating between two 

measured points. The interpolation is simple in the case of an ideal lens system 

involving only distortion-free lenses. but the actual optics are usually fa1· more in_-

valved. Some of the effects that must be taken into account are lens distortion, film 

shrinkage, tilted mirrors, thick glass windows, and the index of refraction of the 

liquid in the bubble chamber. As a consequence. the corresponding point is found 

by iterating once after a nearl"y. · · corresponding point baaed on ideal optics has 

been found. This process is repeated for each measured point of a view to yield the 

space coordinates of a string of points that lie along a track. A curve is fitted to 

these points by the least-squares curve-fitting procedure. The PANG program make1 

use of two independent power series to form the following parameterization of a 

space curve: 

y = y{x, a
1
, a 2, a 3 ) 

z = z(x, a4, as>· X =X, 
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The shapes of tbese fitting cu1:VefJ a:L'e constrained to take into account variations 

of magnitude and direction of the magnetic fiel<.l, and changes in curvatuJ:e resulting 

from energy loss along the track. Theae conatraints take the form of correction 

terms which a1·e included in the power series. The fil:at three-pa1·ameter curve in

volving te1·ms to tlH3 fourth power (cubic and quartic correction terms) is used to fit 

the track in ita projection on a plane nearly normal to the magnetic field. The second 

two-pa1·ameter cubic curve (quadratic and cubic con·ection terms) is fitted to a pro

jection on a plane which includes the chord of the track and (essentially) the magnetic 

field. The final angles and momenta at each end of the track are based on the param

eters of these curves. The energy-loss correction requires knowledge of the particle 

mass, therefore the calculated track parameters are mass-dependent. When the 

identity of a track is ambiguous, it is customary to repeat the mass -dependent po1·tion 

of the calculations for several mass hypotheses. 

Estimates of the uncertainties in the central values of the track variables 

pose one of the most difficult pt·oblems in the t·econsh·uction program. There are 

three main contributions to the total uncertainty fo1· h-ack variables. The first arises 

from the measurement uncertainty of the measuring device, the second contribution 

is from multiple Coulomb scattering, and the thh-d corresponds to a general degrading 

of measurements due to miscellaneous "unpredictable" effects such a.s small errors 

in the optical constants. or plural scattering. or turbulence in the chamber. Both 

the Berkeley program PANG and the CERN b·ack analysis progt·am THRESH (8) 

follow basically the same procedure for estimating the uncet·tainty of the track var

iables. It is assumed that the measudng machines conb·ibute some known measure

ment error in the film plane, transverse to the track dhection. This point-scatter 

error is aaswned to be a property of the measuring device which does not change 

from one track to another. This "known" point-scatter uncertainty (an" external 

erro1·") in the film plane is propagated through the spatial reconstruction to form the 

first contribution to the uncertainty in the track variables. In actual practice, we 
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!ind it convenient to include some of the "UJI.p,·edictable" errors in the point scatter. 

consequently tbe value \Ve uGe is auout twice the value that if would otherwise have. 

For each individual track it is posai ble to examine the scatter of points about a smooth 

fitted curve on tl1e film a.nd arrive at an estimate for the scatter of points (an "internal 

error") which may be coznpared with the external error. If there is a bad point 

causing an excessive internal en·or estimate, then either the point ia discarded or 

the entire track view tnay be rejected. The internal error estimate is not used in 

estirna.ting (for subsequent p~·ogra.ms) the measurement uncertainties of the tra.ck 

va.riaUes because it is subject to statistical fluctuations from one track to the next. 

The multiple Coulomb scattering contribution is combined with the measurement 

contribution after. beth track reconstruction and fitting are complete, and the mass and 

1nomentun• of the pat·ticle ~\.re available. Finally. we impose a "floor" on our un

certainties, that is, we do not allow our quoted uncertainties to take on values smaller 

than appear realistic in view of our knowledge of the bubble chamber optics, etc. 

There is a small difference in the track variables put out by the PANG and 

TI-1F.ESH reconstruction programs. In addition to the usual two angles, PANG passes 

on the projected curvature of the track (o:(cos }..}'p) whereas TlffiESH passes on the 

reciprocal of the momenturn (o: 1/p). For most tracks, these variables are nearly 

equivalent, and there seems to be little reason to chose one over the other. A var

iable such as curvature is pl'eferred over the momentum because there i1s reason to 

believe that for most tracks (tracks which do not stop the curvature is more nearly 

Gaussian distributed than momentum. 

Although still in common use, the above PANG track reconstruction scheme 

haG several disadvantages. F'or one thing, the curve fitted to the track is actually 

an expansion about a straight line. Table II indicates the performance of this simple 

procedure and points out ito limitations in the case of tracks that bend through large 

angles. As chambers become larger and magnetic fields become greater, a more 
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suitable first approximation to the particle orbit ia a helix (7). Tracks that turn 

th1·ou~1 large angles also pooe problems for the con·esponding-point method of· 

stereo reconstruction. Consequently the trend in mot·e recent reconstruction pro-

grams is toward pt·occdures that cope with both these problema by fitting a helix to 

sets of 1·ays traced from each measured film point in each view through the optics 

into the chambe·r. For example in THRESH the reconstruction of tracks proceeds 

by the following stages: first teat for poor measurements by fitting a circle through 

the measurements on each view, then find all the coefficients defining the equations 

of the light-rays intersecting the track and corresponding the measurements. then 

find a first app1·oximation for the helix, without fitting, using a few of the recon

stt·uction 1·aya, and finally, find the best helix by a leaot .. aquares process using 
\ 

all the measu1•ements in all views (up to 4 views can be measured). 

An alternative but very closely related reconstruction method consists of 

projecting a helix in space onto the film and minimizing the deviations between the 

projected helix and the measured track points (9). This type of approach to the 

reconstruction problem p1.·ovides ~very straightfo1·ward method for tt·an:dating 

measurement uncertainties at the film directly into uncertainties in the track 

variables. 

1.3 Kinematic fittin!l• 

Most track reconstruction programs a1·e not concerned with the properties 

of the event as a whole, but rather with the data of each track separately. As a 

consequence, the eotimatea of momenta and angles of all the tracks at a vertex are 

generally not consistent with conservation of energy and momentwn, for a given 

aasum.ption as to the interaction taking place at that vertex. These conservation 

laws can impose up to four equations of constraint on the track variables at a vertex. 

(V.'hcn all four constraints are used we speak of a "4 C fit," if one momentwn is 

unm~aoured (as in a V) we speak of "3 C," etc., down to "zero C," which is just a 

calculation and not a fit. For some examples, ace 17'-ig. 2. 
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A fitting 1n·o:,pam 41.ccomplicllcH twJ . .lifft!rent results. LIt spends most of 

its tir:1e lal>o:dously tl'yinf_l to fit wrong hypoC.eses which eventually it rejects. 2. 
') 

Given a correct hypothesis it usually finds a r.-linimum x4

• in a few iterations and 

writes out the new fitted variables for futm:e use. The Alvarez program that does 

this fitting ia called KICK. It adjusts track vadables subj.ect to two conditions. 

First, the energy and mornentw1-1 balance must be preserved for the interaction 

assurned at a vertex, and second, track vadables should be modified as little as 

possible. The second rathe1· vaguely stated condition is expressed more precisely 

in terms of a least squares-test of the following sort: 

wbere 

N 
(xi mr?. 

2.. \ - X. 
1 

v = L 
i ::; 1 CT. 

1 

N = number of measured track parameters for vertex, 

xi = adjusted value of _!.th track varial.le, 

m 
xi = original measured value of !_!:h track variable, 

u. = uncertainty of ith track parameter, estimated on the basis of 
1 

external errors. 

The actual program involves a more generalized matrix expression that allows 

for correlations between track variables, but in the following discussion we simply 

ignore this. It should be pointed out that for simplicity and economy of computations, 

the measured variables are assumed to have Gaussian distributions about theh· true 

central values. Plural scattering, for example, results in a deviation from the 

assumed Gaussian form and contributes to une:cpectedly la1·ge numbers of high x2
• 

which are discussed in Section ll, paragraph 2. 2. 

There are several ways in which one can minimize the x2 test function 

while preserving the conservation laws at the vertex. KICK employs the method of 

Lagrange multipliers. The conservation laws can be expressed as implicit constraint 

functions between the track variables: 

for J = 1 • • • C. 
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whe1·e C io the numbor o£ constl·aints on the variables at the vertex. Then one 

can n1inimize the expression 

i ~0 1 

( rn)Z. x -x i i 
., 
(, 

0'. 
l 

c 
\. + 2 

j :::1 

ThiG is a ve1·y simple task if the Fj functiono are assumed linear in the parameters 

x1, for ~t involves solving only C sirn.ultane()uo linear equatlons t() evaluate the a 
. 

pararneters. Each x variable is obtained by substituting the a parameters into a 

simple linear expression containing only terrns involving a. In practice, the F 

functions a1·e not liriea.1.· and it is necessary to iterate this prl.)cedure in order to 

obtain the correct coefficients for a linear expansion of each Fin terms of the x 

param.eters at the solution. 

In addition, the coding has been e:!xtended to p1·ovide an overall fit to the 

mo1·e conunon two .. vertelt configurations such ao the production·decay aequence of 
\ + ± 1.: hyperons (both l: · and a.lGo 1~1 ). The less com.mon multivertex fits can frequently 

be handled through a series of ailngle-vertex fits in which each new fit successively 

uses the adjusted in£o:nnatioll1 fr•>m tracka connected to previously fitted vertices. 

This procedure has •wo disadvantage: l. Only the last-fitted vertex incorporates 

all the experimental input: the earlier fitted vertices would have to be refitted in 

order to calculate ·beat values and an-overall x2,. this: is cluinsyi 2. Ther., are some 

multivertex events in which a single vertex taken alone is underdetermined, but the 

event as a whole is overdeterrnined. In such cases·, a atdng of single-vertex fits 

may not be possible becauoe an early vertex. in the string is underdetermined. The 

CERN kinematics program, GRIND, written by R. Bock (10), is a more recent and 

general fitting code which overcomes this difficulty by fitting tlie event first at indi

vidual vertices and second (automatically) as a. whole. This app1·oach to the multi-
2 . 

vertex problem provides a well-defined v. for the fitting hypothesis, as well as 

r 
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th.e simultaneoua beat fit at evez·y vertex of the event. 

l 
l~ven after a set of paz·ameters that minimizes x has been established, 

there rernains the question of the uniqueness of the minimum. For fits which are 

ove1·<leterrnined by two or m.ore constraints (i.e., ~ 2.C) we know of no problems 

with douule minima; howeve1• for lC fits there is an ever-present danger 

which can best be understood by considering a zero-constraint calculation, which . 
is merely the aolution to a quadratic equation with two l'oots. In the case of a 

lC fit either of these OC roots may form the basis for a mimimum, and if one 

of the variables entering in the lC fit is poorly measurede the two minima n1ay 

be poorly separated, This particular p1·oblem hao been considered by Ho1·ace 

Taft, who has proposed that both minima be sought by starting the KICK search 

at each of the possible OC solutions. 

In structure, the kinematics program KICK is basically a collection 

of subroutines which are called upon by a group of short control programs 

("event type" codes) to carry out the operations required to fit various kinds. 

of events. The most important o£ these subroutines is GUTS, which carries 

out the actual fitting described in the previous paragraphs. Some of the othe-r 
"swimming,"i.e. the 

functions include input and output./ transformation of variables ( including error 

matriceslfrom one end of a track to the other, and preparation oftracks for the 

fitting process. Of course, the nature of the interactions assumed for each 

vertex and the actual sequence of·fits attempted depends entirely on the exper

iment being analyzed and the track topology of the particular event. Each new 

experiment usually requires a new set of event type codes. Therefore a great 

deal of effort has gone into making the event type coding simple and shol't by 

including as much of the coding into the KICK subroutines as possible. 
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To eliminate writing and rereading an intermediate tape, PANG and 

KICK have been combined into one package (called PACKAGE) which contains . 

19,000 words of coding (excluding the event type coding). PACKAGE Qutput 

currently· runs about 2000 words/ eve11t, but we are just incorporating another 

computer pass with a new program called WRING which manages to reduce the 

output to 600 words/ event by selecting only the "non-failing'' hypotheses 

(1. e., the results o£ both successful overdetarmined fits and o£ underdetermined 

hypotheses, such as the con'lputation of a missing mass). WRING passes along 

the error matrices on fitted variables, and will be our primary source of fitted 

data. 

1.4 Data Summary. 

The next program, called EXAMIN, 1·eads the PACKAGE/ WRING 

output and calculates for each event all the physically interesting variables that 

the physicist may want written onto a data-summary tape. These variables are 

such quantities as direction cosines and tbeh: errore, and invadant masses of 

groups of particles and their errors. Typically this adds up to 300 words/event. 

Tl1e CERN versions of WRING and EXA~UN are now running under the names 

o£ BAKE and SLICE • 

The final major program is SUMX; in use both at CERN and Berkeley. 

It, examines the data surnma1·y tapes (DST) and produces many sorts of displays. 

This particular prog1·am is entirely 
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independent of conventions aa to the D.ST, and is available to anyone who would 

care to use it to summarize any uort of data. SUMX has a subroutine that permits 

one to ca.sily specify oequences of logical tests for selecting events. It uses an 

oscilloscope to make scatter di.agrama; its other outputs are printer tapes and 

occasionally, condensed data-summary tapes. 

The scatter diagrams are used moot often to make Dalitz plots. The most 

popular printer outputs are display histograms, ideograms, "resolution functions," 

two-dimensional histograms, and ''ordered Hots." In Section II we discuss some 

of the physics considerations involved in UGing each of these outputs. 

1.5 Library programs. 

Pencil-and-paper -type bookkeeping becomes impractical when the number 

of eventt:~ processed exceeds a few hundred. Beyond this volwne o£ events, a 

program designed to maintain an event catalogue becomes an important part of the 

data analysis scheme. The LINGO ( 11) program represents one approach to this 

library problem. LINGO operates in parallel with the data-analysis system, col

lecting information on any change in the state of analysis of the ·events. The basic 

tool of LINGO is the event catalog or master list containing the current status of 

every event in the experiment. Physically, the event catalogue is a magnetic tape 

containing information 011 aa many as 100,000 events. Whenever necessary, the 

Master List is updated with new scanning information, measut·ement requests, 

modifications, or results. The master list is also available for producing listings, 

tallies, and other types of reports concerning the current status of the experiment. 

l .6 The Ouest System. 

One unique analysis tool currently employed at Derkeley is the OUEST 

system. QUEST is a com.binntion of hardware and programming designed to 

facilitate the analysia of small num}:lers of troublesome or unusual events ~hat may 

not have been provided for in PACKAGE. The basic hardware consists of a 
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typewriter connected directly to an IBM 709 computer. A special modification 

of the PACKAGE prograrn bas been written which allows the OUEST operator to 

comn~unicate the fitting procedure for a particular event to the computer through 

2 the OUEST typewriter. Results from the fit are typed back to the OUEST operator 

within a few second!i after a fit to a vertex hypothesis has been specified, The 

operator may proceed with the analysis of the event, or on the basis of the infor-

mation returned to him on the typewriter attempt to fit a different hypothesis. 

The QUEST system may also be used in a semiautomatic mode. The 

sequence of operations carried out in the analysis of an individual event is saved 

in core. Then any further events requiring the same analysis pattern can be 

processed by having the OUEST program operate from the stored fitting sequence. 

If this "event type" is required for subsequent processing the stored fitting sequence 

can be punched out on cards and saved. A further feature is that the measurements 

used in the OUEST fits may be modified at the option of the OUEST operator. A 

track measurement beyond a specified point may be "chopped off'' i! the track is sua.o 

pected of having a small-angle scatter or a collinear decay that is affecting the kin

ematic fit. An on-line Franckenstein has been added to the basic OUEST system. 

making it possible to remeasure one or more tracks that appear to be sources of 

trouble on the basis of attempts at fitting carried out at the typewriter. However, 

at Berkeley this mode of operation has been far less popular than the straight type-

writer console mode which u.ses as input a magnetic tape containing previously 

measured events. Simple chores· may be performed at the computer while OUEST 

is using the computer. Currently, the computer is used as a tape printer during 

OUEST operation. More ambitious computing tasks may be carried out during 

OUEST operation by interrupting OUEST with a standby program while the operator 

is pondering over his output. Figure 1 is an e::cample o{ the dialogue between a 

OUEST operator and the computer. 
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2, ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTS 

2.. 1 Dali tz Plots. 

Many properties of three-body final states can be displayed by making a 

scatter plot of either 

2 or m jk • 

where T
1 

is the kinetic eno1·gy of particle i in the three-body center of mass and 
z • 

mij is the invadant mass of the ij "dipa.x·ticle, 11 i.e., 

l 2 z 
mij = (Ei + Ej) - (pi + Ej) • 

It can be shown that unit area on such a plot (dT1dTj, dm~j dmfk• etc.) 

2 is proportional to Lorentz-invariant phase apace (12). Of the two variables, m 

seems to be the most uni.versally useful, because resonances or anomalies will 

show up at the same place in different experiments or in a single experiment with 

a large spread in beam momentwn: such a situation is displayed in Fig. 3.. 

Occasionally, instead of being interested in the properties of two out of the 

three final-state particles (for which we have just said that m~ is the best coor
J 

di·nate) one wishes to study the overall .final state (for example when displaying 

decays ol 8 or '1 meson.s ). In this case it is wise to "normalize" the coordinates 

so as to make the envelopes for each event coincide as nearly as possible (13). 

Normalized Dalitz plots then exhibit clearly the behavior o£ matrix elements near 

the envelope, which represents collinear decays. 

Note that a Dalitz plot contains no information about the beam direction, 

unless the data have been selected to correspond to a subset of production angles. 

In concluding our discussion of three-body states we should warn that the 

normal population for f3 decay is ~t proportional to an element in Lorentz-invariant 

3 3 I phase space (dnL. 
1 

o: d p
1
d Pz E

1
E 2E 3), but instead follows old-fashioned "three-

3 3 momentum space" (dn
13 

o:d p 1d Pz• see Ref. 14). Thus on a Dalitz plot J3 decay(l4) 

appears to have a matrix element proportional to E 1 E 2 E 3 . 
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Four-body final states-Triangle plots. -·There is no way to represent 

four-body final states that io quite as natiafactory as a Dalitz plot, but one useful 

grouping is shown in Fig. 4. Figure 5 shows a ''triangle t>lot" for such a 

pairing (15). The name comes from the fact that the boundary io a right triangle, 

aa can be seen virtually by inspection. The denaity of Lorentz-invariant phase 

space inside the triangle is unfortunately no longer flat(l2, 16), but is given in terms of 

the variables shown in Fig.· 3 by 

Here P 12 = -}1.1?.1 - E.z lp34=! I p_3 - ,e4 1. and pis expressed in the overall center 

ol mass, where p = IE.1 + Ez I = I p 3 + .\?.41• and M is the invariant total mass. 

2.2 Resolution Functions. 

Before we can discuss resolution functions, we must define what we mean by 

a "histogram" and an "ideogram" and the difference between the two. Consider a 

set of numbers, m 1, each of wh:lch has an uncertainty om1 • To plot a histogram 

one selects reasonable sized cells, tzn, and simply plots the population for each 

cell. To plot a Gaussian ideogram, one assigns to each event a probability described 

by a normalized Gaussian with central value m 1 and standard deviation rm1, and 

then one adds up all these probabilities, A useful rule of thumb is that the full..y,ridth 

r at hall maximum of an ideogram tends to be about 4/3 the average .om. 

In 3 we discuss why t.deograms are much overused to display data, but here 

we point out that they are useful !ot· calculating "resolution functions. 11 

To illustrate the use of a resolution function, suppose that one sees a 

resonance with an apparent full width of 10 M.eV. Fot• each of the events in the 

peak suppose that the kinematics program has calculated the mass uncertainty 

6m1, which may vary from a few MeV to tena of MeV. One then asko the question: 

if the true width of the resonance were zero, how wide would a histogram of the 

• 
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resonance be merely because of these experimental errors? To answer this 

question one merely makes an ideogram of all the events, with the central value 

of each point set to the same arbitrary mass, but treating each point with its correct 

6mr That is a resolution function. If the resolution function is narrower than the 

observed width of the resonance, then the difference is probably due to a real 

physical width. 

Note that the observed width of a resonance is most directly found !rom 

histograms, not ideograms. The equivalent ideogram is wider by a factor of 

about .[l; because of this decreased resolution, ideograms are not even very useful 

for hunting for resonances. 

It la known that the x2 
distribution for the experiment under discussion is 

2 . 
a little too broad by a factor a (as it usually is-- see the discussion in 4), then 

in the absence of more detailed knowledge ofthe broadening, all calculated errors 

should be increased by a factor a before the resolution function is constructed. 

2. 3 Histograms and Ideograms. 

We have described the difference between these two displays in 2.2. Here we 

want to discuss whether it is ever appropriate to use ideograms. 

We feel that it is thoughtless and unwise ·ever to present data in form of an 

ideog~am alone. But it is often interesting to present in one figure both a histogram 

and an ideogram of the same data. 

Some objections to ideograms are: 

1. They convey very little feeling for statistical fluctuations. 

z. They do not permit the reader to combine the results of different 

experimenta. 

3. They are an insensitive way to display a resonance, since the peak 

will have a width greater than ita true-plus-experimental width as 

dia played J::,y a histogram (see 2. 2 ). 
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The most useful application of an ideogram lo to teet statiBtical validity 

of a histogram peak that may or may not be a real resonance. Il the questionable 

'wpike''h real, then the ideogram should be only slightly wider tha..n tht'J spike; U 

the ideogram is too broad. this suggests that the spike is a fluctuation. 

2A Chi-aquat·ed scale factors. 

l Moat bubble chamber groups find that their '< distributions for kinematically 
. . . 2 . 

fitted events are too wide by a factor x of not more than two. This fa<!tor does not 

aeem to depend i.n any simple way on 11 <!onatraint clasa11 (as defined in paragraph 1. 3 ). 

Ita meaning is that some or all of the uncertainties in track variables are under• 

estimated by the stereo-reconstruction program. Part of this ia to be expected, 

aint'!e real Coulomb scattering distributions have tails (due to plural scattering) 

which we fail to take into &<!count. But most of this underestimate seems to arise 

from a host of poorly studied effects: turbulence, optical distortions, inexact 

optical constants in the reconstruction program, etc:. All these small effects be· 

come increasingly impQrtant at higher momenta, where sagittae become relatively \ 
i 

a mall. 

We have tried to associate the large o. 2 with some single track variable-

curvature, dip, or azimuth-- but have failed to establish a correlation. This test 

le easily made by looking at the distribution of the "normalized adjustments" or 

''stretches" written out by KICK (see Berge, Solmitz, and Taft, Rev. Sci. Instr. ,!; 

538, (i961), Sect. V]. If all variables are rlght3 on the input, then after a fit 

their stretch distributions should ·be Gaussian with zero central value and unit 

width. However, if one single variable is underestimated (and the others are 

atill right) one expects the stretch distributions for this variable to be wider than 

lor the properly estimated ones. (This expectation does not apply for lC fits, 

where all stretches are equal; see ret. ( 17). We lind experimentally that usually 

all of the stretch quantitiee are too wide by about the same factor o£ C1 (the same 

Cl by whose square the xz distribltion is scaled). There are exceptions which 

i 
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provide us with clues as to weaknesses in our data reduction techniques. For 

instance the stretch distributions for beam tracks, short tracks with few measured 

points, and tracks that stop are more irregular than most. 

It seems to be general bubble chamber experience that if one scales .. / 

' ' by the factor a.~, ti1en the '(~ dhtributiona have almost their theoretical shapes, 

with not more than Sfo to 20~;~ too many events in a tail. 4 We also must admit that 

we have foWld it necessary to inh·oduce lower boundu on the uncertainties calculated 

for angles (long tracks are assigned uncertainties which are too small to be con· 

sis tent with our present knowledge of the optics). These •• floors" are 1/4 • in 

declination a.nd 1/ 16 o in azimuth. 
, 

Some typical value1J of a ... for reactions produced in the '12-lnch chamber by 

1.5-BeV/c K- are: a
2

(1 constraint}= 1.76, a
2

(2C) = 1.58, a.
2

(3C) = 1.71 for a sample 

l 2 
of 5000 A. decays or a (3C) = 2..0 for a sample o! 1500 decays, a (4C) = 1.66 for a 

2. sample involving 1800 A decays or a (4C) = 1. 76 for a sample involving 1500 K 1 

decays. 

2 What should one do about a ? Ideally one takes the time to understand which 

errors are underestimated, and then corrects the equations that calculate these 

errors. Moat gxoups have not done this, but are not quite willing to conceal the 

problem by increasing error estimates without good reason. Instead we merely 

l 2 
scale x by a befot·e making atatemente about the confidence level of a fitted 

event. If we make resolution functions (see 2 ) we assume that all input errors are 

equally too sml\.11 by 11 and guess !urthE'r that a.ll output errors are equally too 

small by n .. , so we multiply them all by o . 

2.5 Distributions in maSG va distributions in mass ssuared. 

In our discus sian of Dalitz plots in z.. 1, we have already pointed out that it is 

2 
better to plot mass squared, mij, rather than maas mij becaubie unit area is then 

t hr. 
proportional to/element of Lorentz-invariant phase space. In this paragraph we 
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we want t::> point vut that a l•JVJ-1naas I?..~-c:J~ in a maGs spectrtm"l (e. g., the spike in 

rnissing maos con·cspon,ling to a ·,T •)l:· a y) shows up as a Gaussian-distributed 

peak if plotted in m 2, bat is disto1·tecl if ~1lotted in m( a.nd of course if m 2. is 

ner;ativc the rniasing r:.>as3 oocomes imaginary). .Thia situation is illuotrated in 
I 

') 

Fi~~· 5, for which it i£l af:l:>u:.~1ed that the clictdbution in m"' is Gaussian. Then, 

2 since dm is 2m dm, the distribution in m must be skewed by a !actor 1/m. The 

*· magnitude of tLe skewing can r.;e suggested by tLe shift of the peak m m the m 

• • distribution from. its correct value. For a small sluft, the peak m would be given 

by 

• i 3 
n1 = xn + a'"/ 4n1 

where m - true value of particle mass (peak o£ ln
2 

distribution), 

and a = width o£ rn 
2 

distribution (a2 
bas dimensions of (energy)

4 J. 

One is empirical: experimental hietog1·ams do :resemble Fig. 6. But the real t·eason 

is illustrated in Fig. 7. Assume. that the only appreciable measurement en·ors are 

those in momentum p. (i :: 0, 1, 2), and that each is Gaussian-distributed with a 
-1 

small fractional spread. Call the unbalance in energy (i.e., the missing energy) 

E, and the missing rnomentum ~; then the missing mass is written 

i 
If m- (pi) were a lint::ar function of the pi then it too would be Gaussian distributed. 

Clearly it is not linea~·, l;ut we can expand m l in a Taylor series about the true 

true 
valuee of pi; calling f1i ::: pi - pi , we have 

" 2 rn .. rn ~ 
true 1 

i 

., 
f) m .. 
-a o. . p. 1 

1 

1 
z ' 

I 

i, j 

~· . . . 

2 
The reader can easily convince himaelf that the terms o£ order 6 squared anr.l 

' 
Hghcr tend to be amall, ao tl·at rn ·. ia to a eood app£oximation linear in the pi 

and hence appr:oximately Ga•lasian. which ia what we wished to show. 
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There is of course no point in discussing events with a small missing maes 

until one is sure that the event is not an "elastic" one from which no neutral particles 

escaped at all, To test this one could of course fit the event by using all elastic 

hypotheses, but this takes computer time. We have found it faster, at Berkeley, to 

z l 
have KICK calculate a quantity called x (Un3 )--the '< test that there is no unbalance 

in vector momentum (3 -momentum)( 18). This v_
2 

does not depend strongly on mass 

hypotheses, which may be wrong or ambiguous, and a single calculation may obviate 

more than one fruitless fit. 

2.6 Monte Carlo Techniques. 

At some stage in the development of a bubble chamber data-reduction system, 

it is necessary to seek out possible biases in the computations of the programs, and 

in general develop an understanding of the limitations and properties of the analysis 

system. Frequently, particular experiments have very special sources of bias, 

which must be examined. As an aid to such studies, it is useful to be able to generate 

large samples of event measurements that differ from one another in a manner con-

sistent with Coulomb scattering and measurement uncertainty, but for which the 

correct mean values of the track parameters are known. The routine analysis of 

such a collection of events will reveal the behavior qf the analysis system on a sample 

with known properties. A few projects suitable for study by a Monte Carlo approach 

are listed below. 

Simulation of track measurements: 

1. 

z. 

3. 

4. 

Checking of newly coded programs. 

Adjustment of uncertainty parameters. 

Estimate of biases in program computations and approximations. 
_ fhe 

Establishment o;;realm of usefulness of a program. 

5. Study of correlations between variables. 

6. Study of the shape of track-variable distributions. 

Simulation of event measurements: 

7. Estimate of biases from kinematic fits to background events. 
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Simulation of experiments: 

8. Analysis of the pt·obability of erroneous conclusions due to 

statistical fluctuations. 

~~~onte Carlo generation of track measurements, Sl~t ULA TE . 

For Monte Carlo studiest based on calculations at the early stages of the 

analysis system, it is sometimes necessary to generate samples of events which 

simulate actual ti·ack-point measurements as realistically as possible. The 

SU.~ ULA TE programs have been written to generate such samples of events. By 

feeding these artifiCial measurements into the analysis system, one can examine 

the distributions of parameter estimates at any stage of the analysis with a knowledge 

of what the correct estimates and distributions should be. 

The first step in the simulation of a track measuren1ent is the generation 

of a particle orbit in the bubble chamber. SIMULATE starts from a specified point 

in the chamber with a specified orientation, momentum; and mass and proceeds to 

generate(in the direction of either increasing or decreasing momentum) a track of 

specified length (unless the traclk comes to rest first, of course). The track is 

generated by adding a short segment to the existing track, re-establishing the mo

mentum and magnetic field and modifying the direction to account for Coulomb 

scattering, then adding anoth.er segment; and so on until the track is complete. 

Points along the track are traced through the optics to their image points on the 

film in each of several views, Measurement uncertainties of the type present in 

the Franckensteins is applied to the film points to generate measured film points. 

Similarly, fiducial measurements are perturbed by an amount consistent with 

uncertainties in fiducial measurements. The whole event is put out in the standard 

format required by PA(;KAGE. 

The Coulomb scattering or measurement uncertainty may be suppressed by 

zeroing appropriate parameters. Table II (in Sect. l.l) includes examples of events 
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processed by PANG with both Coulomb scattering and measurement uncertainty 

suppressed. 

2.8 Monte Carlo generation of events, FAKE. 

The detailed simulation of events provided by SIMULATE is not usually 

required for estimating kinematical biases in the separation of competing fit 

hypotheses. For these cases, it is far simpler and faster to treat the problem 

by generating artificial input at a later stage in the analysis, !or example KICK 

input. FAKE (3) is a Fortran Monte Carlo program that generates events in a 

bubble chamber according to prescription, and simulates the output of the PANG 

track-reconstruction program. To do this, FAKE generates evente of a specified 

type according to a phase-space distribution, or to some other distribution that 

can be written down. In some cases, it is more convenient to use an actual 

sample of events to establish a correct distribution of events in the chamber 

(for studying the probability of fits to background events, for example). It places 

these events in a bubble chamber, takes into account secondary interactions, and 

calculates the errors that the stereo reconstruction program would have assigned 

to the measured quantities for these events. Then it modifies the measurable 

quantities in accordance with the errors. Finally, FAKE writes out this in!ormation 

in such a form that it can be used by the hypotheses-testing program KICK or 

PACKAGE. 

The development of FAKE was principally motivated by the desire to study 

problems of misidentified events,· the better to understand and identify the ambiguous 

events that occur in bubble chamber analysis. It can shed light on such problems 

as how often the reaction p + p- 'II'++ 'II'-+ 1r0 simulates p + p- 1r + + 1r-, how often 

as I: 0 "FAKES" a A. or how often a leptonic A decay fits a two-body decay. 

Thus the FAKE program merits its name for two reasons: (a) it simulates PANG 

output, and (b) it is designed to study those cases in which one type of event is 
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faked by another. 

Because FAKE operates on an event-by-event basis, it is able to produce 

data with the experimental resolution folded in much more realistically than can 

be done with other methods. Therefore it can be used to see what a given distri• 

bution in the center-of-mass system should look like in the labot·atory system. 

FAKE also write a output tapes in the· format of a data summary tape (one event 

per record). Although this output cannot be used to test hyp~thetical !its, it is 

very useful in the Monte Carlo generation of experiments for the purpose of 

designing the experiment itself, for calculating scanning efficienciee, or for other 

reasons. 

One subroutine used in FAKE, namely GENPCM, has been isolated fl·om 

the program and is available to generate events of n particles (3 ~ n ~ 10) 

distributed according to phase space. By using CENPCM, one can calculate with 

little programming the phase -space distribution of any quantity. Furthermore, 

one can modify the calculation to include a factor for any matrix element that can 

be written down. 

2..9 Monte Cado generation of experimental distributions, CAME. 

There is another small Monte Carlo program (GAME) that has proven 

useful in evaluating experimental distributions (3). It generates many independent 

experimental distributions, according to any prescribed equation for a particular 

number of events, and plots these in histogram form, This can be used to help 

u.e to understand what statistical significance should be given to a particular 

deviation from the ass\Ulled distribution. 
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;~.lU Minimizing Procedures. 

There is always a variety of specialized problems requiring optimization 

of pa..rameters. These optimizing problems range from measurement-analysis 

problems (such as ·fitting rnagnetic fields with empidcal functions) to experiment

analysis problems [such as establishing phase shifts or scattering lengths, or 

fitting angular distributions, see, e. g .• References ( 19) and (ZO)l. Two commonly 

used procedures for establishing optimum values are the maximum-likelihood 

method and the least-squares procedure Both these methods take the best param-

eter set as being the one which occurs at an extremum of a function. Therefore 

the problem can be reduced to one of finding a minimum of a general function of 

some number of parameters. (Maximum likelihood requires a maximum, but by 

changing the sign of the likelihood function, the problem can be converted to a 

minimization problem. ) 

There is a variety of procedures for finding the parameters at a minimum 

(Zl ). These usually fall into twc1 classes: those that repeatedly attempt to reach 

a minimum directly in one step (iteration procedure) and those which grad~lly 

approach a minimum through a aeries of steps, usually of decreasing size (stepping 

procedure). Both methods have their applications. The iteration schemes are 

particularly .suitable for fairly straightforward problems in which it is easy t6 

evaluate the first derivative (and perhaps the second derivative) with respect to all 

the parameters of the problem. For example, if both first and second derivatives 

are available, one can use Newton's method to solve the problem. In this case the 

function to be minimized can be approximated by 

f(x.) = const + 
l / 

fij 
-..,-._. (x. - x?) (x. - xjl'l ). 

1 1 J 

where (x;) represents the parameters at the minimum. 
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Then it is easy to ahow that tho minimum of f i:.~ at 

.... ' - ..... -1 X.:: X- Vf•(f") , 

- -where ~- f is the gradient vccto1· of £ evaluated at x, and f" is the second 
..... 

derivative matrbc evaluated a.t x (with co.mponento f..). This solution ia e~t:act 
lJ 

if f ia no more than quadratic in the paramete1·s, but most pt·oblems reCJui re 

that the procedux·e be repeated, :replacing ;; by ;:' ·', Matrix inversion is a commonly 

available subroutine, and thio procedure can be coded in a few FORTRAN comrnanda. 

Although iterative achern.ea are very suitable for most problema, there are 

those few cases where the iterative app1·oach to a oolution will lead. merc,ly to 

numerous fruob·ating and unauccea sful encounter a with the computer. If the p1·ob-

lern involves the parametcn·a in some ve1·y complicated way and the na.tux·e of the 

function to be minimized io e>::pected to be complex (multiple minima, unallowed 

1·cgiona for the parameters, etc.), then it may be more practical to usc a stepping 

p1·ocedure to reach the rninh:-.1.um. For one thing, a complicated function may require 

nutnel'ical evaluation of the gradient. In an iterative procedu1·e, the step depends on 

a lmowledge of the first and second derivatives o£ the space and the value of the 

gradient, and a very large erroneous step can be introduced by a poor differencing 

calculation. \Vith a stopping procedure, the dar~1age is at wo1·Gt one poor step, 

The stepping procedure also p1·ovides a mapping o! the intermediate pointe between 

the atarting poaition and final. position. It is sometimes useful to know that no other 

minima lie along the line of descent between a pa1·ticular starting position (possibly 

based on an old experiment) and, t'he final value. The FORTRAN pt·og1·am I'vHNFUN 

hao recently been coded to aeek a minimum according to t~1e re..vine stepping pro-

cedure (22.). The MINFUN approach has proven helpful in several problema ao far, 

but only further experience will date1·mine the realm of usefulness of the pror;ram. 

The actual strategy used by MINFUN is best illustrated with a hypothetical function 

of two variables, £(''• y). 
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Figun~ 8 shows "contour lines" for the function [i.e., all (x, y) on a 

line have the same value for the function]. The hunting procedure involves in 

sequence two different sorts oi steps, an ''overstep" to a point 0 and a "sidestep" 

to :3, followed by calculation of a new minimum along the line OS; then the cycle 

repeats with a new overstep to point 0' horn the last minimUln and through the 

new rninimum. In more detail, the search sta1·ts at point :tvf, where the starting 

direction is taken as being along tLe gradient. ..'\. step of fixed size is taken along 

this direction to a "reconnaisance" point 0, where the function and its gradient 

are determined. A step ia taken transverse to the line l\10 from the point 0 to 

point S. At point S the function is evaluated. .From the information available at 

points 0 and S, a rninimm~n is predicted at point ?-.~' along line OS by assuming 

tl1e function varies quadxatically along the line OS. The function is calculated 

at point M' to verify the r:ninimum at that point. (In case l\.11 is not a minimum 

relative to 0 or S, a smaller sidestep is taken. ) To complete the cycle, a step 

is now taken to a point 0' along the line ~U.<I', and the operation repeats aa 

described at point 0. As described, this procedure does not stop at the minimum, 

Lut continues right on along the ... ravine" in the function. This is a useful mode 

of operation, for it allows a mapping of those sets of parameters which give rise 

to values of f near the minimum. This procedure tracks a ravine until about the 

spot where the minimum radius of the "contou1· lines" exceeds the step size, after 

which the search usually doubles back on itself. The actual position of the rninimum 

is determined by altering the above procedure to the extent of reducing the step 

size and reversing direction each time steps lead to increased values of f. 
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3. ECONOMiCS 

3.1 r-... tanpower and Machines. 

An operation such as the one discussed so fat· involves large groups of 

people; no disc us sion of conventional data analysis is. complete without some 

comments on numbers of men and machines. The Alvarez group (including 

visitors) numbers about 20 in each of the categories-Ph. 0, graduate students, 

and computing staff. This does not include personnel primarily concerned with 

building and operating bubble chambers and advanced data-analysis apparatus. 

To process 72.-inch chamber data there are in addition about 60 full-time equiv-

alent scanning and measuring technicians, and ZO maintenance technicians. We 

have four Franckensteins to measure 72 -inch film, and 12 scanning projectors. 

During the first half of 1963 the four Franckensteins measured about 6 events/hour, 

and each operated 120 hours per week, giving an annual production of 140,000 

events/year. To process these 140,000 events we use 70 hours/week of 7090 

time, of which 50 hours are taken up by the data-processing programs listed at. 

the top of Table Ill, 5 and ZO hours are devoted to physics and Monte Carlo programs 

and program development. QUEST and SMP (see 4.2) share a 709 contributed 

almost free by IBM to help us develop on-line systems. 

3.2 Costs. 

Our principal costs are itemized in Table III. They include salaries, 

overhead, maintenance, and depreciation over ten years (2.3). Scanning, measuring, 

and event processing (items 3 through 5) deserve special comments. In actual 

practice, we find that, !or. one reason or another, film is usually scanned at 

least twice. Similarly, only about half of the event measurements find their way 

into the final published physics. (The unused half is made up of event measure

ments that failed and had to be remeasured, or events discarded for lying outside 

of a standard acceptance region in the bubh\e chamber or are discarded simply 

'1 

\ 

,. 
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because they fit no interesting hypothesis.) As a result, the cost estimates for 

these items can realistically be multiplied by a factor of at least two for our 

present mode of operation. The computer costs in Table III do not include special 

calculations concerned with the experiment as a whole, A more detailed break· 

down of the computations is available in Table IV. 

In Table IV we compa . .r:e the actual use of computer time with the theoretical 

minimum times taken from Table I, which \vould apply if each event were processed 

only once and if there were almost no activity (LINGO, SUMX, etc.) on an exper

iment until all events were processed, This would, of course, be unreasonable. 

For example, we write the PACKAGE event types as simply as possible, ignoring 

the possibility of ra::e decay modes, and later t·eprocess all those events that fail 

to fit simple hypotheses, or give other clues of being interesting. The reprocessed 

events go through a much more complex version of PACKAGE, EXAMIN, etc. 

Our logging of 7090 time is unreliable (a run through the whole sequence of 

programs may well get charged to the first program) but we have tried to reconstruct 

typical 7090 times for one experiment (K72) which was being processed in the first 

half of 1963. As we mention in footnote a. of Table IV, it is really nonsense to 

calculate "7090 sec/ event," but w:e did it nevertheless to get some way to make 

a comparison with Table I. Father than being linear in the number of events 

processed per month, many entries depend more closely on the number per exper• 

iment, and increase sharply with the number of physicists involved in the experiment. 

particularly if some of them have· impatient personalities. 
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4. AUTOMATIC :MEASURING AND SCANNING 

A. Automatic Measuring - "atn" 

4.1 Definitions 

Digital computera have ht~en used for m;).ny years in the analysis of 

bubble chamber pictures, but only in the last f.;;:w years has their perforn'l.ance-to-

price ratio improved so muc.h that it became economical to try to une them to 

assist in the measuring and even in the scanning of these pictures. In this section 

we discuss three automatic measuring (am) systems, which have come into oper-
--------------------· ---

ation dudng 1963, then we discuss two automati5~~ning and l'~:!_ut·in~.(aam) 

systems, which will be operating on an experimental basis in 1964. 

First, however, we have better explain what we mean by the terms ~and 

asm. ' Then we shall descri'be the systems, and finally with Table V we shall 

compare them and make some· general comments. 

The words "automatic scanning" are fairly descriptive; however, "automatic 

measuring" (~)is really only a name for the process of computer-assisted mea.s

urement, which we shall illush'ate with an example. The real examples of ~ 

described below are the SMP,thespiral reader, and the.FSD(operated in its!!!!_ mode); 

for simplicity, though, we shall illustrate am with a device that does not exist, --- ' 

an am Franckenstein. Such a Franckenstein would have no track-following servo, 

but would instead have means of digitizing all bubbles on the projected image, 

within an "aperture" extending a few mm on either side of the conventional cross 

hairs. To measure, the operator .would move the cross hairs along the general 

vicinity of the track image, rnoving as fast as he could while still being able to 

keep the track within the ape1·ture. "fhe area along the track, one aperture wide, 

is called a "road, 11 and the first half of automatic measuring is to collect all the 

data inside a road and store it in the memory of a computer. The second half o£ 

~ is accomplished by a 11 filter" program, which selects groups of 10 to 20 bubbles 

.. 
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and makes histograms of their positions across the road. By so doing it can 

filter track elements from background 01· from one another; it then links track 

elements into tracks. Next it calculates the coordinates of "averaged points" 

on each track and writes them out on magnetic tape in a format similar to Francken-

stein output, suitable for conventional analysis programs. 

It turns out that to filter one view of a typical track takes 1/10 to 1/4 sec 

on a 7094, and that it is now more economical to dispense with track-following 

servos and rely on filter programs. A measurer can make a road several times 

as fast as he can accurately follow a track with a servoed stage. In addition one 

gets 'bubble density measurements as a free by-product. 

As mentioned above, there are already three examples of am devices. 

These systems have been described in References 1 and 2, so we now give only a 

brief survey of each. 

B. Three Automatic Measuring Systems 

4.2 The Scanning and Measuring Projector--SMP. 
:Jlroduced at Berkeley) 

This device (24) is cheap enough ( $3 2, 000;1 that a single laboratory can 
I 

purchase several and use them for simultaneous scanning and measuring;. this 

eliminates annoying "handover" problems. All the SMP H are serviced simul-

taneously by a single computer. The compute1· may be carrying on functions not 

related to the SMP systems, (for example, general purpose computing or offline 

printing) depending on the capacity of the computer and the number of measuring 

tables to be serviced. Each SMP table is similar to a Francl<:enatein to the extent 

that a human being guides the device during measurements. The SMP measuring 

table consists o! a straightforward optical and film·handling system which projects 

an image down onto a horizontal white screen. The machine resembles a conventional 

overhead-illuminated scanning table with tv,ro exceptions. First, located near each 
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Stv1P table, there is a typcwdtel' that p1·ovidoG two .. •w·ay communications between 

tho SMP ope1·ator and the computer pt·ogram. Second, the viewing screen is 

actually made up o£ movable white l.Jyla.r aheets which allow a 0.6-cm mea&uring 

aperture in the sct·ecn to be positioned anywhere on the projected bubble chamber 

huage. Operationally, the SMP operator scans the film in a conventional manner, 

recording any required scanning information via the typewriter onto m~gnetic 

tape. When an event is found that is to be measured, the small movable aperture 

in the viewing screen ial moved alongtracka or fiducial lines that are to be encoded, 

and the measurements are sent directly into the computer. The computer guides 

the operator through the measuring pt·ocedure by means of brief comments on the 

typewriter, and automatically performs some mechanical operations, such as 

switching views. The computer is able to detect some typing and measuring errors, 

and respond with corrective inetructions to the operator. Immediate correction 

of errors results in a substantial time saving by eliminating the film handling for 

remeasurement later. 

Mechanically and elecbonically an SMP table is simpler than a Franckenstein 

because the SMP does not rely on digitized mic1•oscope stages or a high-precision 

servo system to achieve its accuracy. The measurement precision of the SMP is 

attained by making measurements relative to an array of precisely placed bench 

marks which are contact-printed onto a glass photographic plate the size of the 

measuring table. The plate is opaque except for ZO~mil clear spots ("bench marks") 

located each centimeter in X and ·y. Coordinates along a track are measured with 

respect to nearby bench mar-ks by displacing a track segment a known distance 

through a rotating periscope (rotating at ·12.00 rpm) that can be moved about in the 

image plane of the SMP table (see Fig. 9). As the displaced track segment sweeps 
orientation --

over any bench mark, the periscope ~ is read off a magnetic recording on the 

' 
rotating drum in which the periscope is mounted. This information is sent directly 
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to the computer along with information to identify the bench mark involved. The 

computer can reconsh·uct the track point by subtracting the periscope displacement 

of the track from the precisely known position of the bench mark, The SMP' s 

presently in use at Be1·keley digitize approximately eight points per centimeter on 
' 

the projected image. Each point is digitized to a precision of 80 microns on the 

SM P measudng table, which is equivalent to about 5 !.L on the film. Because so 

many points are generated along a track, the points are averaged in sets of ten 

to bring the number down to about that produced on a Franckenstein (with an 

uncertainty for the averaged points of less than 2 microns). Digitizations may 

occur for any part of the image that passes through the 0.6-cm periscope aperture, 

therefore one of the tasks of the computer is to filter out background bubbles or 

scratches that may be recorded along with the desired tracks. The digitization of 

a track point occurs only when a bubble of the track is swept across a bench mark 

by the moving periscope. If the bubble is absent (a gap in the track) the missing 

digitization provides information about the bubble density of the track. The high 

density of digitizations along a track makes such estimates of bubble density 

statistically meaningful. 

4.3 The Spiral Reader. 

One way of reducing the event-measurement time is to attempt to digitize 

all tracks radiating from a vertex in one operation. At Berkeley, the spiral reader 

has been developed for just this purpose. (Z, 25). Track points are recorded in a 

polar coordinate system, where the vertex of the event being measured is located 

at the pole. The image of the event is projected onto a radial slit which rotates 

about the pole, sampling all tracks radiating from the vertex. The radial position 

of the slit can be varied out to a distance of about 5 inches (equivalent to 1 in. on 

film Ol' 15 in. in the 72-inch chamber). As the slit sph·als out from the pole, t!l.e 

radius and azimuth of the slit are recorded at those positions where a track segment 
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passes over the slit. producing a drop in the light incident on a photomultiplier. 

A group o£ these polar coordinate .is accwnulated into a buffer memory and then 

transcribed to magnetic tape. In addition to th_e track points, some nontrack back· 

ground is recorded. Here again, computers are well suited to rejecting the back

ground. The Spiral r. eader output tape is processed by the FILTEH program. 

which filters out the background and produces a tape suitable f'!_r procesoing by 

the standard analysis programs (PACKAGE, etc. ). 

4. 4 The Flying-Spot Digitizer- FSD. 

The flying-spot digitizer is known throughout most of the world as the 

Hough-Powell Device (HPD) after its. developers (1, 26). However,. at Lawrence 

Radiation Laboratory the overall system has been christened FSD, which name we 

shall use, with apologies, because of its descriptive value. 

There are two ways that FSD can be used-- Phase I, -am, which has just 

begun production measurement, is the automatic measuring mode in which a human 

decides where the FSD should measure. Phase ll, ·~--described in 4.6-- is 

fully automatic. 

·The operation of FSD (am) has been extensively described ( 1) elsewhere. 

It ia a two-step process. The first step is the usual scanning operation, except 

that a few "road-making" points are digitized along trackl! that are to be precisely 

measured later. The digitizing at the scanning table is done with rather simple 

low·precision digitizers with a least count of 120 J.L on the projected image. After 

road-making points have been accumulated for a large number of events on a roll 

ol film, the film is loaded on the FSD and each event that has been prescanned is 

automatically digitized with 1 fJ. precision by a flying optical spot capable of 

systematically scanning the film in a pattern resembling an ordinary TV raster. 

The Cartesian coordinates of any bubble intercepted by the scan spot (as detected 

by a photomultiplier) are transmitted to the computer to be processed while the scan 

proceeds. The scan spot is generatP-d by paasing light tht·ough a rapidly rotating 
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disk with nearly rarlial slits, then through a stationary slit and optics which 

image the spot on the film (see .?ig. l 0). This gives a rapid line scan with a 20-J! 

spot size (smaller than a bubble on the filn<). A portion of the light fr.n the line 

scan is imaged on a grating so that the position of the spot can be determined by 

counting grating lines as the scan proceeds across the line. The raster is produced 

by uniformly moving the microscope stage (which carries the film) perpendicular to 

the line scan. Scan lines are separated by about 2 bubble diameters. 

There are provisions for a special scan raster at 90 degrees to the normal 

raster. This flexibility assures good sharp track pulses for tracks at any orienta

tion on the !Urn. The FSD scan raster is fine enough to give an estimate of bubble 

density on the basis of the nurnber of gaps in the tracks, Attempts to use FSD as 

an automatic scanning and measuring system are described in 4.6. 

C. Automatic Scanning- ''asm" 

4. 5 Automatic Scanning and Measuring. 

There are now three major projects involving pattern-recognition programs 

!or general-purpose computers coupled to special·purpose hardware, the whole 

system aimed at automatically scanning bubble chamber film. Since "pattern 

recognition" is such a general and difficult field, we shall use the more precise 

and less presumptuous name "automatic scanning." This problem is considerably 

harder than that of automatic measuring. which has just been realized in 1963; 

nevertheless, several complete schemes have now been o~.t1ined., and we guess that 

in a few years millions of triads will be scanned and measured automatically each 

year. 

Actually, for two different reasons, all the present efforts described below 

are aimed at doing automatic scanning plus measuring (asm). 

1. Present-day computers compete ra.ther badly with humans doing pattern recog

nition. but they compete much bE-tter doing tallies and measurements. Therefore 
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a syaten1 that c<m scan and make coarse roads should certainly ta].-;.o a.dv.:1.ntage of 

the solved technology of autox~natic measurement. 

l. Automatic scanning involves some annoying problems of matching vertices and 

tracks in three stereo views. The more precise the digitizati.on, the eat~icr is the 

logical problem of disentanglin.g close and confusing vertices and tracks. 

The three mnjor assaulta on asm n.re based on the haA.·dwarc of FC>D, PEPR, 
. -

and IJJ.iac Ill. The first two v•ill be running on an e:cperir.nental basis during 1964, 

and a:-e summarized below. Illia.c lll is a less immediate, more gene~:al project 

which has been adequately deacdb.,-,d by McCormick (27), and is not taken up 

further hera. 

4,6 ~(aom mode). 

It was o£ course originally conceived that FSD would some day run as an -'·<····~ 

asm system. This requires no hardware change: instead it envisions replacing 

tho eight digitized ocan tables and their personnel with one or two additional 

** "shiftstt of 7094 time. 

In 1961 Pasta, ~1arr, and Rabinowitz (PMR) began to work on a 7090 program 
I 
I 

I ' 

(Z8) designed to sort do.ta from the FSD input buffer as £ast as it comes in (about 

10,000 to 20,000 coordinates per sec). The program (which we call PMD.) defines 

track ba.nl<;s and predicts where the next bubble should be found.. When a new digit-

ization comes in it is promptly compared with thio prediction. If it checks, it is 

stored in an existing bank~ if not, a new track segment :l.s initiated. 

Howard S. White {2.9) at !.a•.vrence F.adiation Labot·atory is also working on 

a PMR program wMch he calls 11 DAPR" (Digttal Automatic Pattern Recognition). 

He ostimatcs thD.t DAPR running on a 7091 can process 18,000 c1igitiz;\tions/ sec, 

which is just tho speed of the FSD a.t LP.L. He finds that a typical aca.n of a Gingle 

view of the Alvarez 7l·inch hydrogen chamber yields about 72., 000 digitizations ~ 

--
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'\,\'c m<~';t tlv.:!n add about 50~~~ in time 

for the '' ortLogonal a can", so that a view takeB about 6 sec., and a triad takes 

18 sec. 

The output of Pi\iH/ DAPR v;ill be a 11 single -view data tape" containing a 

few hundred computer words per view, mainly about 10 average points per track 

view, except for those trad:i3 which pass through the chamber without interacting. 

The single-view tapes from DAPP and PEP1:-:. will be similar, and subsequent 

processing will be almost identical (30). Thia subsequent processing by programs 

called TRIAD and SCAN is discussed under PEPP., below. 

4.7 "Precision EncodinG and Pattern-Fecognizing Oaeilloscope"-P~ 

This approach combines both digital and analog techniques into a system 

designed to automatically scan and measure bubble chamber film (31 ). The idea 

was conceived by Pless at ~-.HT and all the hardware is being built there; Yale 

and Lawrence Radiation Laboratory have contributed most of the computer program

ming. In the PEPR system, a random access "spot" on a cathode ray tube is 

imaged onto the film under the direction of a small special-purpose computer. 

The "spot" itself has a variable shape ranging from a spot (25 ~ diam) to a line 

with an aspect ratio of 80 (lS p. by l mm) which can have any orientation. Very 

briefly, PEPR consists of three units: about $100,000 worth of nondigital hardware 

associated with the precision cathode ray tube, optics and track-element detector, 

a grating system, and a film transport. This hardware is controlled by $100,000 

wo.rth of special-purpose digital hardware called the "controller." The controller 

is on line to a small general-purpose computer called PDP-1, which costs about 

$200,000. A considerable part of this apparatus is now working. 

The orientable line is particularly suitable for recognizing track patterns. 

The flexibility of this scheme allows a three-phase attack on the scanning-measuring 

problem, 
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1. An overall area s~ of tlw entire .tUrn can he carried out by uaing scans with a. 

2-mm "slit" (electron heo:un) of different orientations. The film is divided up into 

many ·2-mm.-squa.re cello and the poaition and orientation of any track elements de-

tected in the He cells arc ft-,d into the computer memory. The "slit" direction is good 

to about 1 degree, and the position. to 1 part in •1000 of the face of,.• the scope. This 
'· 

procedure eatablishea a banl,.; of data in core for each track. 

2. The next phase is the track-followin~. technique. The track (or track segment) in 

each track bank is followed in both directions until it ends or connects to other tracks, 

which can also be followed. 

3. Finally, once interesting tracks u·e identified, the point spot io uocd to count 

bubbles and precision-encode coordinates. 

It should be pointed out that this three -phase otrategy is almost identical with 

that now being programn:.ed for Illiac III (2.7), except that the sc:an of the 2 mm square 

window uses a digital rathe1· than an analog processor. 

The oize and orientation of the PEPH 11 slit'' .. -i.e., line segment generated on 

the face of the cathode ray tube--are controlled by adjustment of currents 1n a 

"diquarupole11 focusing magnet, which produces an effect on the electron beam in the 

cathode ray tube which is analogo\'.s to the action on light of an odentable cylindrical 

lens. 6. Precision encoding is done using a point spot with beam splitters arranged 

so that a portion of the scanning-spot light is focused on a pah· of "picltet fence 11 

gratings. These g1·atings conoiat of 25-tJ. dark "slats" separated by 25-tJ. open gaps. 

The two gratings are at right angles to each other; let us call one of them the x 

grating. the other the y. To di-gitize a bubble. the spot is servoed along one of the 

slats. y, and moved in the x direction. The x position is then counted with the 

same scaler and interpolation counter ch·cuits used in the FSD device. As the spot 

crosses a bubble its x and y coordinates are stored in a 1·egister in the controller. 

As in all of these systems, bubble denoity i.nformation is available. 

One PEPP should scan about a million triads a year, wbich is the same as 
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the estimate for one FSD. The main difference between the two ls that whereas 

the hardware costs !or FSD (asm) (i.e, • without digitized scan tables) are probably 

less than costs for PEPR, FSD (asm) requires 2 to 3 shifts of 7094 time before it 

can px·oduce a single-view data tape; PEPF requh·es none. 

The single-view data tapes from FSD or PEPR will be read by a 7094 

program called TRIAD, wLich will match vertices and tracks in all three views, 

and write a primary data tape. It is planned that this primary data tape will then 

be read many different times by another 7094 program called SCAN. SCAN will 

have processing routines easily called by a control subprogram or ''event-type 

program." The event type will set forth scanning criteria, so that SCAN will 

scan the primary data in much the same way as a human now scans a film for an 

event of interest. SCAN's output will look like ordinary Franckenetein output, ready 

to be read by conventional analysis programs. 

D. Comparison of Automatic Systems 
' 

4.8 Discussion of Table V. 

To conclude this section, we summarize some o£ the important parameters 

o! .current systetrn in Table V. To construct this table we have taken a hypothetical 

large bubble chamber output of a million triads per year, and we have assumed that 

in this million triads there are a million interesting events. This ratio of meaa-

urements per triad is several times as high as that currently found for Franckenstein 

systems, but of course with autoll_'latic measuring, and particularly with automatic 

acanning and measuring, the difficulty of measuring is much decreased, and one 

will tend to measure more of the common types ol events. It has been assumed that 

all the scanning and measuring tables are operated three shifts ( 120 hours/week): 

·. thus the number o£ salaries involved for Franckensteins is 99, !or SMP 36, and 

for FSD (am) 24 (plus one operat.or per FSD shift). To process a million triads 
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PEPR has to work around the clock (one operator for each of the four ahifts•-whlch 

include week ends), and FSD (either mode) gets through in three shifts (again with 

one opea·ator per shift). 

Table V is divided horizontally into Franekenstein· systems (!or eomparisoft 

with what lies below), systems that do automatic measuring only (am), a.nd systeme 
. -

that do both automatic scanning and measuring (a.sm). The first point s,hown by 

Table V is that although individUal Fra.nckensteins are still productively measuring 

30 to 40 thousand events per year, a troop of 30 Franckensteins is no longer the 

most economieal way to measure a million events. 

Next we come to the automatic measuring systems, all three of which have 

been doing experimental physics for only a matter of weeks. Given this fluid 

situation our estimates are surely; not sood to better than :i: 50o/o, and accordingly 

it is hard to find any decisive difference in the cost of their operations. Note, 

however, that the spiral reader is most competitive for single-vertex events; its 

measuring rate decreases about 15% for each additional vertex, independent of the 

number of tracks at each vertex. In organization, 'there is, a significant 
' ' 

difference between SMP and FSD (am). It takes about the same amount o£ time and -
money to coa1·se•digitize an event for FSD as to measure it on SMP, but the SMP 

event ia.then ready to go into conventional analysis programs; moreover, so many 

ehecks have been performed that it is most unlikely that the SMP event will fail in 

the subsequent stereo reconstruction or. kinematics programs. The price one pay& 

!or this is the need for an on-line· computer. It would appear that five SMP' s on 

line to a PDP·l computer 7 is more satisfactory than five FSD scan tables and an 

FSD. A minimum configuration for an SMP system might consist of three SMP' a 

attached to about a. $230K computer. The computer could be used for SMP mea&• 

urements during some shifts, and for physics analysis during others. Conditions ' 

vary from laboratory to laboratory; for example there are laboratories which do 

-· 
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not uoe their computers full time and a group of SMP s could make measurements 

dudng the times the computer would otherwise be idle. For a very small laboratory 

it S<>t~ms more Siltisfactory to have on F.SD scan table communicating via the r:nails to 

a distant FSD. In the absence of much operating experience so far it is hard to 

say where to dn.w the line between these examples. A vigorous defense of FSD 

vs SMP has been presented by P. V. C. Hough (32). 

Next we come to some even more difficult comparisons between automatic 

scanning and measuring equipn"lent that is not yet even working. PEPR (at $400K 

and no sal&ries except !or maintenance and one operator per shift) will, if it 

performs as advertised, be the cheapest system in the whole of Table V. FSD (aa'*) 

involves slightly leas initial hardware cost, but requires two to three shifts of 7094 

time. The cost of this much computer time varies greatly from one installation to 

another, but probably averages $500,000 per year on today' s computers. Since the 

days of the IBM 704 or 709, however, the cost of a computation has been decreasing 

about 50o/u each year, and this trend will probably continue. Hence in a few years this 

$500,000 computer bill may have dropped to $100,000 or $200,000, which is hardly 

a decisive expense, being comparable to the annual cost of purchasing and processing 

the film for our hypothetical million triads. On the other hand, half of the cost of 

PEPR is a smaller computer, and these also will get cheaper. We conclude that 

coat of operation cannot easily force a decision between FSD and PEPR. Morever 

·as experience is acquired with both systems, they will each doubtless be quickly 

modified; the~ system of 1966 will probably contain the more satisfactory 

elements of both--a larger on-line computer than PEPR has, and better film 

random access than FSD has. 
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4.q !'hotographic Memodes. 

The major obstacle to large -scale analysis of bubble chamber film has 

until 1·ecently been the measurement operation. Buth with automatic measuring, 

data rates will rise and it may be appropriate to look ahead to the immediate com

plications that will ensue as a ccmsequence of a g1·eater film-measuring capacity. 

An already formidable problem is the storage and retrieval of the data (both by 

humans looking for lost tape and by machines trying to read the tapes). For 

example, consider the amount of information.that must be saved at the end of 

the analysis of each event. Our PACKAGE output can be condensed to 600 words 

per event, but for a million-event-per -year analysis system, this represents 

more than 1/3 million, feet of standard 800-bit-per-inch magnetic tape (157 reels 

of tape). Just to read this much tape requires about 10 hours. The direct output 

of the PEPF or FSD alone would require at least twice this much storage. In 

addition to the PACKAGE input and output storage, there are the library master 

lists, and data summaries which are updated and summarized frequently. 

Magnetic tape systems wi.ll undoubtedly be improved in the future, however, 

an alternative to the data-storage problem is the photographic memory (33). By 

exposing spots on a photographic plate or film, it is possible to store much more 

data in a form which ia more quickly accessed by the computer. For example, 

using a cathode ray tube and 35-mm film strip in an arrangement similar to that 

described in PEPR, it should be possible to achieve a reduction in length to about 

1/600 of an equivalent standard magnetic tape, and a reduction of read time by 

a factor of 10. 

-· 
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Program 

PANAL 

PANG 

KICK 

PACI<:AGE 

EPC 

EXAMINE 

SUMX 

LINGO 

OUEST 

SIMULATE 

FAKE 

MIN FUN 

Table I. Alvarez Group programs. 
(Further data on running times are given in Table IV.) 

Function 

Check and forn1<tt, sort, 
merge, select 

Track reconstruction 

Kinematic fit 

Combined PANG 
and KICK 

Prints PACKAGE output 

Analysis system for 
KICK output 

Type of 
coding 

9APc 

9AP 

9AP 

9AP 

FORTRAN 

FORTRAN 

Experiment summarizing FORTRAN 
routines 

Library system. 9AP 

Approximate 
runnin~ time 
in 709~ 

(sec) 

3.0/eventg 

O.l/track 

1.0/vertex 

See above 
(typically 6. 0) 

3.0/event 

2/event 

see footnote f 

~/event 

Approximate 
number of 

commands and 
storage 

15,000 
17,000 

8,000 
z.ooo 

11.000 
5,000 

J 9, 000 
7,ooo· 

11,000 
16,000 

5, oooe 
19,000 

14,000 
11.000 

zo,ooo 
12., 000 

Average 
Viords/ eventb 
Events/tape 

::50 
14,000 

see PACKAGE 

2,000 
1, zoo 

Printer t .. ape 

30 - 1000 
3K to lOK 

Printer tape 

1oo.oa8 
-----------------------------------------------~------------------------------------

Subtotal (PANAL through LINGO) 

'• 

Processor for unusual 
events 

:Monte Carlo measure
ment generator 

Monte Carlo event 
generator 

Stepping minimizer 

9AP 

FORTRAN 

FORTFAN 

FORTRAN 

-12 sec/ event 

See PACKAGE 

!/track 

3/event 

?d 

21,000 
9,000 

10,000 
8,000 

16,000 
3,000 

9,000e 
5,000 

see PACKAGE 
ur EY.AMlN 

I 
.:.. 
N 
I 

c:: 
() 
~ 

t" 
I -0 

00 -rv 
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Footnotes f<Jr Table I. 

a For further details on 1·unning times for an actual experiment, see Table IV. 

bWe have taken 2000 ft of tape wl"itten at 800 characters per inch. This is 

3.2 million 36-bit words, 

cLC9AP is a machine-language assembler similar to FAP. Most of our gap 

programs are being converted to FA.P. 

dThe time depends strongly on the particular job being done. 

e This program makes use of FORTRAN programming contdbuted by the 

progl'am user. The space estimate does not include the user' 8 program. 

f Normally many displays are generated during one pass through a DST tape, 

because SUMX is input-limited. A time estimate can be arrived at for a 

fairly typical run on 2500 events in which 12.5 displays (one-and two-dimen

sional histograms and a few CRT scatter plots) were generated with six tape 

passes in 7.6 minutes. 

gThis program is also used to merge and order measurement tapes. T:nis 

accounts for the relatively long time estimate for PANAL. 



I 
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Table II. Systematic errors'i'n PANG'fits. The input is in the Corm of track 
points, generated by the program SIMULATE. for pions in the 72-inch 
hydrogen bubble chamber with a uniform 17 .·9•kG magnetic field. Energy 
loss was taken into account, but not Coulomb nor measurement uncer
tainties. 

Momentum at Length Azimuth a.t Azimuth at Declination 
beginning beginning end 
(MeV /c) (em) (de g) (de g) (de g) 

Input 200.0 25,00 00.00 39.32 0.00 
PANG Fit 200.1 2.4.98 00.03 39.30 0.00 

Input 200.0 50.00 00.00 80.59 o.oo 
PANG Fit 201.3 49.59 oo. 78 79.57 o.oo 

Input 500.0 83.00 00.00 52.13 30.00 
PANG Fit 500.2 8Z.84 00.09 51.99 30.09 

Input 500.0 41.00 00.00 l5.47 60.00 
PANG .Fit 500.0 40.99 oo.oo 25.47 60.00 



1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 
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Table Ill. Itemized costs of bubble chamber experiments. 

Operation Unit 

Accelerator operation 

Bubble chamber oper- 1 exposure 
ation through process- ("triad") 
ing of film 

Scanning of film 1 triad 

Measuring of film 1 event 

Computer analysis of 1 event 
film measurement 

Approximate 
time 

Unit cost 
( $ ) 

No estimate 

1 min 

10 min 

12 to 60 sec 
(IBM 7090) 

1.20 

0.10 

l.OO 

~ 1.00 
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Table IV. 7090 Funning Times \Wecl by PANAL-th1ougl~-LINGO fox· a typical 
experira~nt: inv.:,.)lving 50.000 <wen.ta being rnca.auJ:ed at a rate of 
60,000 cventr)/yHar. . 

Procrarn 

.. _ .. _ ..... ··-··-·-.:··-- ·-~ .......... -
P1\N/\ L 
3EL::;·::T 

P,.'\ CI:<:AGE 

EPC 

( 
j 

EX.;\l\i!N I 
:::;ur-:x / 

LINGO 

!\!iacellaneoue 

·rotal 

!-Jour IJ 

per 
rnouth 

,b 
.:,, 

17 

-too 

n80 Bcc<.:mds l;)el.·_cvent measur·od._' 
I l •• 

Vta :JOUrB 

pe:r frOtn Table I 
rnontha 

(, 3 

19 6 

1.4 3 

tz z 

25 3 

60 12. 

______ .............., ____ ..... ----·---·----------.. -............ ...-..-....... - ....... ----... -·---.......... --
·a 

l)ul'ing the typical rn<:nith in 1963 for which thia table applies, 5000 new events 

\vere rncasured. .t·hwevel' the e'li•ents processed wet·e only partly new events. For 

exarnple, the tin1ee taken by SUlvlX and LINGO were rnainly spent reading through 

the 50,000 eaxlia1· measurer:ncmts. NevcrtLclcss. to have a eompaxioon with Table 

I we have calculated "seconds/event rneaaut·ed" .rnerely by divic.Ung "houx·o/1nonth" 

by 50~0 events/rnonth, and of colu·ae multiplying by 3600 sec/hour. 

b PACKAGE olltput of moot events is not printed. 

.• 
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Table V. Systems to scan a million triads, and measure a million events, each year. The assumptions 
behind this table are set forth in References 2 5 and 2 3 • 

System Slit or Typical Number of· 
measuring 
machines 

Number of 
scan 

machines 

System Computing Shifts (7094) 
purchase 

Digitizations 
per czr spot size least count 

cost Measurement Analysis on film on film on film 
($K) (JL) 

FRANCKENSTElN 30( $lOOK ea)a 3m($15K ea)i 3045 0 1 - 3e 10 5 X 300 1 - 2. 5 ~ 

S~·1P (am) 12($32K ea) ··~---3so 1/6 of Jli------ ··--IOO 35 (spot) -s!J.Nnk 

6c m 
3 ($15K ea) 550 1.3d 15-30 10 X700 -sJL SPIRAL RE.A..DER(am) 

FSD (am) 1( 250K)
1 8m( 40K)1 

570 1/3 of 3 170 23(spot) 1 JL/.Fnk 

FSD (asm) 1 Tandem ( $375K) ob 375 2-3° 170 23(spot) k 
-1JL/Jii 

PEPR (asm) 1( $400K) ob 400 1/l.j 100 2.5X(25JJ. -5JJ.}In 
k 

up to 2mm) 

a $ 100 K is an average Americ·an price,. and: }t:J.Cludes trqck. fo~ldwing~ h,oweve;r, SOM~(Par.is.) $e1J:~L;for. $ so-K ·a: rneasu:t:ing 
machine without: track .following but with electronics and a CRT display of the signal from the slit. 

b This system does not requirP. scanning machine; however. it is certain that humans would occasionally want to look 
a.t the .fum. Therefore a few conventional scanning tables would be needed. 

c Assuming one-vertex events. 

d This estimate is for a p1.·ogram that is not yet optimized. 

e One shift would be a bare minimum. Extrapolation of our present procedures would predict six shifts; perhaps three 
is a reasonable compromise. 

f i.e., digitizations per em of a densely ionizing track, projected (if necessary) back to film. 

g P. G. Davey. Lawrence Radiation Laboratory, UCID-1891, 1963 (unpublished). 

l 
,;.. 
-a 
I 

c: 
() 
':0 

t"' 
I -0 

Q) -N 



(Footnotes for Table V. (Continued) 

h The notation "1/6 of 3" signified that 1/6 of the computing capacity of a 7094 is required for three shifts. 
For example, SMP's are assumed to operate three shifts (120 hour/wk) of real time so one must either choose 
a computer appropriately slower than a 7094 or share time. Time sharing implies either using a moderate 
computer like a 7044 for simple time shared jobs like printing or implies true multiprogramming on a large 
computer with a disc file. The SMP computing load is calculated on the basis of 2 sec 7094 time (30 sec 709) 
for the executive program plus filtering, and does not include PANG or "Economy KICK." 

i The scanning projector manufactured by SOM, Paris, sells for $9000. 

j Computer programs call TFL!\D and SCAN will combine data from three views, make data libraries, and scan 
them for events of interest. 

k \'.'hereas Franckenstein and the Spiral Reader digitize the position of a slit which averages over several bubbles, 
the other automatic measuring devices digitize;.ndividual yubbles. Groups of a;}'out 10 of !hese bubbles are then 
averaged. For an infinite number of bubble u = 1/12 u"

1
-; for 10 bubbles, u~ - 1/10 a

1
. av av 

1 Lawrence Radiation Lal:>orator_y production costs as estimated by Jack V. Franck and HowardS. -:;;?bite; B .. Powell 
quotes the CERN FSD cost- as $ 90 K, and the .C)(OC of the econom\r m.odcl. CERN. FSD \arn) 
scan tables as $13:K. · 

m In actual practise additional conventional scanning tables are required. As an example, the preseni. ratio of 
scanning tables/ measuring tables in the Alvarez group is 3/1. There are two reasons for these extra tables. 
1. In the last year we measured only one event/ I 0 frames scanned, as contrasted with one event per frame as 
assumed in this Table. 2. We tend to rescan each experiment about one extra time. 

·.:; 

n Howard S. Vthite, (Lawrence Radiation Laboratory), private communication. 

'• 
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FOOTNOT.ES 

Written under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission, 

Our tet·minology is as follows. A vertex stands for the point in space where 

an incoming particle either reacts or decayY, producing one or more outgoing 

particles. An event is a chain of one ot· more vertices (photographed l or more 

views) which occurred in sequence. This could be, for example, 

- + -K p ,. Atr 1T 

0 -
~ I< p1T • 

I) + -
~:): Tr 1T. 

-/\, -Tr p 01' 

K ... n· + 
1 1f 

I:.,- A:v. A ... ""- p. 

all of which exhibit two outgoing prongs at the production vertex, and a nearby 

V. We shall use this V -z p1·ong topology when giving program running times 

and output length. 

The sub1·outined structure of PACKAGE has proven very adaptable to the neede 

of C'UEST. Berkeley experiel'llCe is that the amount of special coding for C'UEST 

(about lOOO words) is compara.ble with the length of PACKAGE event-type 

programs for most experiments. Hence any laboratory which hae a program 

equivalent to PACI<AGE (stereo-reconstruction and kinematics in core toge.ther) 

should be able to replace the event type control program with the OUEST Program, 

We assume that the variable are Gaussian ditJtributed, unbiased, and have 

properly estimated uncertainties. 

4 ' z 2 
The easiest way to detet·mine a. ia to plot the experiment values of x on 

"probability paper" fot· x?. distributions. (for 4C, 3C, ZC, and lC, these are 

available as Alvarez Memo l40 by J. Button-Shafer and A. H. Hosenfeld, 

Lawrence Radiation L"\boratory, 1960 (unpublished)l. The scale c.>n this paper 

is easily laid out so that proper '('l. distribution fall on a etraight line of unit 

slope. Heal data tend to fall on a diffel'ent straight line, with slope o.- 2• Tables 

of the theoretical '<Z distributions for C constraints can be found in any text on 
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statistics or in the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics, where C is called 

"Degrees of Freedom. 11 

5 N~te that this corresponds to about one minute/event, whereas Table In 
-· shows a sub-total of lZ sec/event! See Table IV for further discussion. 

6 A single quadrupole acts like a cylindrical lens, and so may be used to distort 

7 

a spot into a line about some axis, say horizontal. By reversing the currents 

one can make the line vertical, but one cannot achieve 45°. But the addition 

of four more poles permits arbitrary control of the axis direction. 

• ~ ~ 4 : ' ~ . 

SMP programs (lZ,OOO words) are presently written in a combination of Fortran 
·j • : ~ • , J I ·, 

and 709 machine language, so for a PDP .. l, recoding would be needed. 
i • ' . ' . .I .l,. ; •. ~ 

Nevertheless for our example we chose a PDP·l since it can eventually be 
~~f -~ .. •, ''-;(, ·' ~'IJ 1r.:,,\i"". i~ .. ! ~·~· ;•. • .'\1• , ·'\l Jj"": ~ .. 

used to run PEPR control hardware. · For discussion of small computers 

· ~~P~·op~t~te .. t~· 'sMP a.~d PEPR, ~~J 'J. H. Munson,· rAlvarez Memo 453 · 
~ · .. ' ; .. 1 t . ; ' '; ·{ ~ ..... 

(unpublished, 1963 ). 

~... . . : . 

... .1' •. • ,,f.,( ' 

: 

·, .. 

• -'J .: t.• ;· ~ 

• i ' t J t~ j .: ; .. ~ .. 
•l ., 

-· 
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FIG Dr\ E Li.':CIE:NJY5 

;_;--ig. 1. Nonnal t1ow of data tln·ougL the Ah:arez data-analysis system is shown 

on this diagram. For simplicity, the liLl·a1·y p1·ogram LINGO is not shown 

on this chart. Lingo would use information fl·oxn the track, event, and 

experirrwnt stages of the analysis to rnaintain an up-to-date record of the 

status of the experirnent. 

Fig. ;;.. Exaznple of the usc of r UE::lT, taken from Alston, et al., P ev. Sci. Instt·. 

34, 64 ( 1963 ). The photographs and correspol'l.ding sketch show an unusual 

event froni an experiment. The following x·eactions take place (track number 

in parenthesis); 

Vertex L K (1) .j. p_... ·~ (3) J· K' (15) 

Vertex.:!. i -
7:' ( 8 ) l· p- 1T ( l ) l· p ( 3 ) + ~ ( 4) 

Vertex 3. '":'- (4:)- 1T- (S) ~- .A (9) 

Vertex 4. l\ (9)- 'IT- (6) 1- p (7). 

Tracks 1 th1·ough 7 a:·e" measured; neutral tracks 8 through 11 are inserted 

by the program from vertex measurements. The on-line typewriter output 

from the event is shown in (b). The underlined letters and nwnbers are those 

inserted by the operato•·; the rest of the printout is writt'en by the computer. 

The basis operation in the OUEST ana.lyais is the vertex £it. Vvhen the 

operatol" type a in "VEF:. TEX'', the program p1'epares lor a not· mill vertex. 

The operator can also type V EP T~"'( to cause the incident track to Le extended 

~y a mean gap length lie!o~e the fit, or VEF T1 ... 1M to initiate a missing-mass 

calculation. Next, the operator identifies the tracks that take part in the fit. 

Finally the computer 1·eturns a heading line followed l..y a line of information 

pertinent to the fit. In the heading line, "LC" is an abb1·eviation for the 

constraint class of the vertex. 
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?ig. 3. St:J\lX cathode-ray tuL·e dioplay of a Dalitz. plot in mass-equaled units fo.r 

an expex-irnent with ± 3;: BJnead in ~ e;:u1, n10mentum. The envelopes correspond 

to L·earn momenta rJf 1.51 GeV/c plus 3·::. and 1.51 GeV/c minus 3';';), Inside the 

a•·ea where tLe envelopes overlap, the population \vould be uniform if it followed 

Lol·entz -invariant pbaa e space. Instead we see two resonant Lands. The 

envelo'!Jes are plotted alltornatically ! .. y tbe "skin" subroutine of ::a;r.lX . 

.:~ig. 4. Variables used for a triangle plot of fJu1· -body final Gtates, 

Fig. 5. Scatter diag:·am of~,; 
p'IT 

versus l\~K~ 'IT- plotted for the reaction 

Fig, 

KL:- p- !':'·.._ 1T-+ p .; 'IT!· (15). The triangular border represents the kinematical 

lirnits. Smooth curves have Leen drawn on the projections to represent the 

(II 

distribution expected in the absence of dynarnic effects. N
33 

production is 

.~ - . . 
apparent in the !.1 projection; the K 'IT projection indicates strong K 

p'IT 

production. 

2. . 6. (a) The distribution in rn for a Tr · is assumed to be a Gaussian centered 

at m~ (0, 0:! GeV / c 
2

) with an experimental half width also equal to 0. 0~: GeV / c
2

. 

(b) The cor responding distribution plotted in rn rather than rn
2
·. It is dis-

torted with its peak shifted to the right by 33 MeV. lmagina1·y values of m 
) 

(corresponding torn'·< 0) are plotted to the left of the origin. 

Fig. 7. Variables entering into discussion of missing-mass calculation. 

Fig. 8. Diagrammatic illustration o£ the MINFUN stepping procedure fox a function 

o! two variables. The starting point ia h':; the new minima at ?v1', !\!'', · • · 

are represented by dote on the 11 railroad track11 along the bottom of tbe ravine. 

T}~ value of the function is calculated not only at the minima, but also at the 

"oversteps" 0, 0 ... , and the "sidesteps" s. S . . . . Derivatives are cal-

culated at the overstep points only. See text for notation and stepping logic. 

Fig. 9. Cross section of SM. P track-encode~· mechanism. Important features are: 

(a) light ray incident !1om film projector. (L) rnotor 1·otor, (c) moto1 stato.t·, 

(d) wr.ite viewing curtain, (e) periscope m.irror·s, (f) rotating drwn witl1 
" 
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magnetic recording,([~) photmnultiplier tube, (h) light-collector asaernbly 

<.Jf 
(follows rnotion;peri3cope a:H~etnbly), (:i) glaas \x"nch-mark plate (bench 

mark~ photogra.pJ;ed onto emulsior1), (j) rnagnetic recording picl;;up heads to 

detect drum azirnuti:, and (k} ball beaxings. 

Fig. 10. 3chernatic <)f optic'~ for the flying spot digitizex·. lmpol'tant features are 

(a) light source, (b) IJtotcH, (c} H curved slits on a l.-otating disk, (d) fixed 

alit, (e) orthogonal-f;can optical path, (f) sweep pbotoroultiplier, (g) nodnal-

sweep optical pat:h, (h) picket-fonce optical path, (i) picket fence, and (j) picket-

fence phototnultiplicr. 

.r 
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(b) 

THE FOLLOWING IS THE PACKAGE SUMMARY rOR THE TAPE LAIIEL£0 INTERNALLY AS 
FOLLOWS, 

PANAl OUTPUT FROM 9AP PANAL 62.0709 

72,07 ALVAREZ 1<.72 TAPE 282 I'REVUEO 620703 SP Q EVTS FOR ALS 
TON 
CONTROL 000000000000 PR 

~AL· NO FOAAAT IS RRRRBBFFFBTT 
HUNTING FOR EVENT 
CONTROL 3529 2li3 01 PR 

= ~g~~T N~S ~~.i~A~K~ ~~Z.~X.FUTURE VERTEX,CHARGE,MASS 

i~~~ ~ : t:~:Z:ril 
i:!~~ z : t:~:~:~ 
i::~~ ~ :tz:g:~ 
i~!~~ ~: ~:7·~·~ 
i~:~~ t6 = ~:fTrt 
~~~~~N~]NG ~p~ 
COMMENCING MAOFIT 

SERIAL 3529 243 01 TYPE 200 MEAS. 01 DATE MEAS, 62/07/02 
1510 DPBEAH 100 MAG 15.70 ORO 5 

CONTROL 3529 24301 PR 
mill 
VERTEXTYPE•DECAY l 

i:!~~+ ' 
TRA~~;:HRJ CHI SQ. LC Ll 

1 7.53 3 0 

~g ~~E~~A~~~o ro swfk • 1.. 

~~~~~J- 3529 243 01 PR 
nRll!. 
VERTEX TYPE • DECAY 3 
TRACIC..!i. 
TRACK): 
TRACI( 
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This report was prepared as ~n account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com~ 
mission, _nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information contained in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission" includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contr~ct 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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